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Preamble
Welcome to the Merry Month of May - except the first few days were more like early November.
On balance, though, the days are getting warmer and when the sun does shine it can be very
pleasant. Covid still seems to be in retreat, which is good news for “those of a certain age”, but
some moderate caution is still advisable. The signing-in book at the Clubhouse remains in
operation.

Club Matters
AGM
You should by now have received the Notice of and associated documents for the 2022 Annual
General Meeting. If you haven’t, contact the Secretary. Here’s a reminder that it will take place on
Thursday 16th June at 7:00pm sharp in the Clubhouse. Please make every effort to attend.

Public Running
Sunday May 1st saw the second Public Running event of the year. Although it was a Bank Holiday
weekend, numbers attending were still gratifyingly high and takings were similarly good. A
“cashless payment” system was trialled and proved to be a great success.

Unfortunately, due to other commitments, some regular “key players” involved in running the event
were not available which rather stretched those remaining. It would be good if, in the future, there
were more members willing to pitch in if required. Anyone interested in helping out please make
yourself known to the Secretary.
Grass Cutting
On Wednesday 4th May two brand-new Husqvarna lawn-mowers arrived. These will take over the
work formerly done by the old ride-on machine that died last year. The two mowers cost
considerably less than a single replacement ride-on job, and will actually speed up the work as two

areas can be cut simultaneously. A big “thank you” is due to all those who generously made
donations towards the purchase.

Their arrival also afforded a good incentive to give the Tin Hut a much-needed and long-overdue
clear-out and tidy-up. The trailer is being used as a temporary skip.

Garden Railway Extension
Another major step forward with this project was the pouring of the new base slab. The removal of
a fence panel and trimming of the hedge allowed the concrete to be barrowed in from the Town
Moor. Many hands with rakes and tamping boards got the job done in short order. Kudos to all
involved.

Open Weekend
The weekend of July 16th & 17th has been chosen for TSMEE’s annual Open Weekend. We are
assured by Urban Green that nothing else is happening in the Park on those days. However, the
weekends before and after have the “Race for Life” and “Newcastle Pride” events which may have
an impact on access. Watch this space for any future updates.

Vehicle Access
When you bring a vehicle on-site to unload or load a locomotive, could you please ensure that the
chain barrier is hooked up AS SOON AS YOU ARE PARKED by the scissor lift. We are still
having instances of the public wandering in whilst the chain is down and the entrance left
unattended. On one occasion, this led to a mild altercation – something none of us wants.

Public Defibrillator
The Public Defibrillator, part-funded by TSMEE, has finally been installed on the eastern end-wall
of the Wylam Brewery building. The device itself is a Heartsine Samaritan. Anyone interested in
training in its use can go to the website https://www.aeddonate.org.uk/events/ for further
information. The training sessions are free.

Member’s Musings

Commissioning Doug Hewson's BR Class 4 Tank in 5" Gauge (Part 2)
Eddie Gibbons
One essential part that was missing was the return crank for the drive to the Smith Stone
speedometer which doubles as the retainer for the coupling rod on the left rear coupled wheel. Its
absence of would preclude running the loco. Doug's drawing was found in EIM and the part made
and fitted. Ultimately the dummy speedometer and its resistance box will be sourced and fitted.

The speedometer drive (left) and a return crank (right)
Once we had a fire in the loco we found there were other issues that would need attention. The
main thing was blocked pipes due to salt crystals that grow in the wet pipes. It was easy to tell at
our first steaming in the garden at home. Initially the blower was quite strong, but as the steaming
progressed we could hear the blower popping and splitting as dirt came through the pipework,
eventually blocking the blower completely and ending the test. Back on the bench, much of the
pipework to the blower, drain cocks (the steam operated type) and the steam brake was
dismantled and cleaned. Once done and with all the fittings put back, the 1.5X hydraulic test was
successfully completed followed by the steam test which was also satisfactory. An attempt to
move the loco under its own steam was not, so our efforts turned to finding out why. Firstly the
loco was very stiff, to the point where it couldn't be moved. On the bench it was much less of a
problem, but after being offloaded in the park it would seize for no apparent reason. We eventually
tracked the problem to the piston valves which are solid ptfe. Doug had said the valve gear design
was initially done by the late Don Ashton and let me have a copy of Don's notes. One of the valve
heads was damaged so had to be replaced and this raised the issue of valve setting and the
expansion allowance for the ptfe.
A thorough check of the valve gear was carried out and we drew the conclusion that the valve
heads had insufficient clearance when cold at 5 thou on diameter. A search on the internet for any
experience with this material gave a few different views and I ended up with a doubling of that
figure which seemed to improve things, but I wasn't convinced there was sufficient lubrication,
particularly on the right hand cylinder. The valve heads were dimensionally checked and proved to
have no lead, which was as expected, as Don always said that lead was not necessary on locos
up to 5" gauge. They also had substantial exhaust clearance where the valve opens to exhaust
earlier than on a conventional line for line setting. By simply increasing the distance between the
valve heads till the exhaust setting was correct, i.e. line for line, the steam lead became 20 thou
and gave a reasonable event table.

Piston valve showing damaged head (left) and broken die block and ptfe piston valve head
This improved the performance further and the loco became more reliable on the track, but with
each corrective action it was noticeable the steaming, instead of improving was getting worse.
When a boiler is not producing steam there is a tendency for ash to build up in the firebox because
the draught isn't strong enough to pull the small particles off the grate and into the smokebox. This
leads the operator to use the rake to clean the fire and the ash drops in to the ashpan, which
quickly fills up and makes the problem worse. In this case it also caused the operating gear for the
rocking grate to become seriously burnt, despite it being stainless steel. Access under the grate is
impossible because the ashpan cannot be removed without lifting the boiler. We decided to do the
last thing we wanted, which was to lift the boiler. We'd noticed Doug had used fire clay to seal the
smokebox-to-boiler joint and that this was cracking and falling out in places, a clear indicator for
poor steaming. Once the boiler was taken off to repair the grate mechanism, the opportunity was
taken to remove the fireclay and replace it with a flexible silicone sealant.

Rocking grate with new links (left) and the underside of the ashpan showing dump doors
This solved the steaming problem to a point, but there was still some doubt which would need
further investigation.
Returning to the valve gear it became obvious the tight valves had done some damage to the
valve gear and it's settings. The left side radius rod had developed a lot of play which was found to
be from a broken cast iron die block in the expansion link which had split though the pin hole. New
die blocks were fitted but there was still excessive play in the radius rod pin which had worn.
At this stage it was left for future maintenance as the performance of the loco had improved
significantly with the boiler work and time was pressing if we were to have the loco at the Gilling
Autumn Rally where Doug would be able to see it. The other valve gear issue was of more

concern as it appeared the return cranks had shifted. Doug's design for the return cranks is to fit
them on short taper shafts which fit in tapered sockets in the crank pin ends, locked up by a socket
head bolt screwed in from the back. An elegant solution to a perennial problem, whereby the
return crank is fixed to a square spigot on the tapered shaft. The position can be adjusted until
accurate and locked up with the socket bolt, and no worries about machining an accurately located
square on the crankpin. The return cranks were reset and given a sharp tap on the end to seat the
tapers and the socket head bolt tightened up.
Following a quite successful proving run at the park we were ready to tackle a Gilling Main line
rally. I'd only booked the Adams tank for the event, but I'd informed the controller that I'd bring
80080 if I considered it fit to run and substitute it for one or two of the Adam's turns during the
weekend, hopefully coinciding with a visit by Doug. The Saturday programme had a pick up goods
in the afternoon so we put the Class 4 on that, which it handled tolerably well for the hour or so it
was on line. Sunday arrived and having been ill during the night I sent Joe off to look after the
locos and he allocated 80080 to an afternoon pick up goods. When he hooked up to the train he
assumed the load was the usual ten wagons as there was a brake van in the middle of the set, but
once under way he realized he had about twenty five on. 80080 handled the load without a
problem, and Joe was pleased to see Doug beaming as he saw his locomotive pass by on the
railway doing what it was intended to do for the first time.
On the Monday we ran again and I had the pleasure of driving with a decent load, but whilst the
engine worked the trains all right I had a fancy that things could be better as I was having to force
steaming with the blower and we were using excessive amounts of coal and water.
Back in the workshop I hooked the boiler up to the air line and with the blower hard on went round
with a flame looking for air leaks into the smoke box and duly found one or two minor ones,
notably at the bottom of the smokebox/boiler joint. This was sealed up and I went on to finding
leaks from the steam pipes in the smokebox. There were none, but with the flame held near the
tube plate a disturbance could be seen around one of the flues, indicating a possible leak from a
superheater element.
So out came the main steam pipes and the blower, blast pipe and chimney and after loosening the
bolts holding the header to the boiler steam outlet the whole superheater bank could be pulled out.
Looking across the header it was obvious that some of the Melesco type pipe ends were not
properly seated so the whole bank was stripped down, cleaned, lubricated and put back together.
Another air test proved the pipes were sealed at the header but there was still a substantial leak,
which was chased down to two pin holes in one of the elements.

Pin-hole in superheater element (left) the superheaters
These were fixed by silver soldering and after it was all put back together a test run on home
ground showed we had fixed the steaming issue. Another trip to Gilling was made on a members
and friends day and after running a short train of passenger stock the Mark 1s were brought out

for us and ten were tied on to 80080 as a test train. We were pleased to find that the engine
comfortably hauled this quite heavy train, but the track was very greasy and difficulty was
experienced in climbing the bank to Castle summit. Stopping at the water column we found
difficulty in starting this train on the curved rail with a slightly unfavourable gradient, so it was
decided to reduce the load to eight coaches, but no improvement was forthcoming.
We decided to call it a day and dropped the train in Erimus yard and proceeded engine and van
back to shed. With low boiler pressure and Joe on the back taking video the loco didn't make the
climb to Castle Summit and Joe had to abandon ship.

On a pick-up goods at Rydale
Realising something was not right, we came to the conclusion that our riding vehicle, my six-wheel
BZ parcels van, was in need of an examination as we were guessing its brakes were binding.
Back in the workshop the van was up-ended and the brake gear was checked along with the axle
end bearings and it was found that the needle roller bearings had had water in them and some of
the needle rollers were corroded and dragging, and inner races were running on the axle ends.
This was fixed by scrapping the needle rollers and replacing them with pairs of sealed ball races.
We expect to find that 80080 will perform much better on its next outing at the end of March and
hope to be able to handle the Mark 1 set of thirteen vehicles single handed.
80080 has spent the last three months at the back of the bench whilst I've progressed work on my
two K3s. I'm currently working on the valve gear, but decided to put that temporarily on hold whilst
attention is given to the other engines in preparation for the coming running season. Time has
been expended on the Adams in preparation for a hydraulic test of the boiler. 80080 is now on the
bench for attention to the lubricator which appears to be leaking oil, to the drain cocks which need
a full examination for blocked steam pipes and a review of clearances on the ptfe shuttle valves in
the cocks. There are still a few small items that need attention, but nothing that will prevent it
attending the next event at Rydale where I hope Doug will able to come and see it again.
80080 had a reasonably successful trial at the Gilling GL5 style rally at the end of March. A few
issues did arise that I hope will be ironed out soon and I hope I will be able to report to you that
80080 has been successfully commissioned and all problems resolved in a later issue of Inside
Motion.

Postamble
Quite a newsy issue, I think you’ll agree, and an interesting one too with the second part of Eddie
Gibbons’ marathon narrative. Editorially, the cupboard is bare again, so I await a deluge of new
material to keep the publication alive.
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Sunny Sunday Afternoon

Mick Jordison’s Diesel-outline loco. gets an outing
in the capable hands of two Junior Engineers

